Tephra layers in the marine environment: a review of properties and emplacement processes
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Abstract: This review focuses on the recognition of volcanic ash occurrences in marine sediment cores and on using their appearance and properties to deduce their origin. Widespread marine tephra layers are important marker horizons for both volcanological as well as general geological investigations. We describe ash detection by visual inspection and logging of sediment cores. Ash layer structure and texture, particle morphologies and lithological compositions of primary volcanic deposits are summarized and processes modifying them are discussed, both natural processes acting on and in the seafloor, i.e. erosion and bioturbation, and anthropogenic modifications during drilling/coring and core preparation. We discuss primary emplacement processes of marine fall and flow tephra deposits derived from either subaerial or submarine sources in order to identify distinguishing properties. We also elaborate on processes generating secondary, resedimented volcanioclastic layers such as submarine landslides and shelf erosion as well as fluvial input and ice-rafting, and how they can be distinguished from primary volcanioclastic deposits, which is essential in tephrostratigraphy. Finally, methods of tephra correlation between cores and on-land deposits/volcanoes are illustrated because they allow us to extend the 1D information from single cores to 3D distribution and facies changes of tephras and to bridge the land–sea gap.

Large volume, highly explosive eruptions producing both a convective Plinian plume and large pyroclastic density currents can generate huge volumes of mostly ash-grade tephra that is widely dispersed in the atmosphere (Walker 1981; Rose and Durant 2009) across land, lakes and the ocean. The resulting Plinian and co-ignimbrite fallout ash layers thus can extend across different depositional environments and are practically instantaneously emplaced, which makes them ideal chronostratigraphic marker horizons. This qualification is enhanced by their often unique compositional characteristics which facilitate their correlation across large distances and facies changes. Additionally, these characteristics assist their precise age dating either by correlation with dated tephras on land or by radiometric dating of their containing minerals. Tephra marker beds are best preserved in the marine environment because large regions of the seafloor are unaffected by erosion and carry relatively little fauna producing bioturbation. Marine ash layers thus are an important tool in volcanology but also support other Earth science disciplines.

In volcanology, marine ash layers are used to improve determinations of magnitude, intensity and volatile budgets of past eruptions (e.g. Ninkovich et al. 1978; Ledbetter and Sparks 1979; Rose and Chesner 1990; Rampino and Ambrose 2000; Kutterolf et al. 2008b, 2015), to date volcanic events of unknown age using known bracketing tephra ages and pelagic sedimentation rates (e.g. Zielinski et al. 1997; Alloway et al. 2007; Froese et al. 2008; Kutterolf et al. 2008a, 2016, 2018; Lowe 2011), and to reveal the temporal succession of physical and geochemical changes of magmatic systems (e.g. Paterne et al. 1990; Schmincke and Sumita 1998; Allan et al. 2008). In addition, pelagic and lacustrine sedimentation rates and their lateral and temporal variations can be constrained by tephrostratigraphic data (Kutterolf et al. 2008c, 2016). Temporal correlations between ash layer successions and palaeoclimatic and environmental proxies can provide insights into volcanism–climate interactions (e.g. Paterne et al. 1990; Kutterolf et al. 2013, 2019; Berben et al. 2020). Dated ash layers provide important anchor points when local $\delta^{18}O$ or palaeomagnetic records are calibrated against respective global records (e.g. Allan et al. 2008; Schindlbeck et al. 2018). A tephrochronological framework hosting deposits formed by non-volcanic geological processes can constrain the age and rates of these processes, such as the cyclic activity of marine fluid
venting structures (Kutterolf et al. 2008d). Moreover, time constraints can be placed on diverse events such as the evolution of sedimentary basins (Çağatay et al. 2015) or the occurrence of submarine landslides (Harders et al. 2010) or seismites and tsunamites from palaeoseismic activity (Seilacher 1969; Cita and Aloisi 2000; Lu et al. 2017). Freshly deposited ash can supply fertilizing nutrients to phytoplankton (Duggen et al. 2007; Langmann et al. 2010; Durant et al. 2012) but can also interrupt benthic fauna, providing the opportunity to observe species survival and recolonization (e.g. Hess and Kuht 1996; Hess et al. 2001). Ash beds also affect the geochemical environment in marine sediment and pore water, and resulting diagenetic processes (Haackel et al. 2001; Kent et al. 2002; Schacht et al. 2008; Hong et al. 2020; Luo et al. 2020).

However, all the above stratigraphic applications are reliant on knowing the exact position of the primary volcanic event in the geological record, i.e. it is essential to distinguish primary from secondary, resedimented tephra. The distinction between primary and secondary marine volcaniclastic layers requires knowledge of how they are emplaced and how they may be modified after emplacement and during coring (e.g. Hunt and Najman 2003). These topics, together with the methods used for ash-layer correlations, are the focus of this review. Most of the topics discussed, although focused on marine ash layers, can also be applied to the lacustrine environment.

The first section describes the appearance and properties of marine ash deposits, how ash deposits can be recognized, and how they may be modified by post-emplacement and coring processes. The second section discusses the processes of primary emplacement of marine ash beds during volcanic eruptions, and the third discusses the processes that generate resedimented volcaniclastic deposits. The fourth section reviews criteria by which primary and secondary ash deposits may be distinguished, and the final section shows how ash deposits can be correlated between cores and with tephra deposits on land.

The appearance of marine ash beds

Properties of ash beds

Layers, pods, dispersed ash. In general, the appearance and classification of ash-bearing sediments can be characterized by different parameters. Visual identification of ash layers is easy when the ash forms millimetre- to centimetre-thick continuous, distinct and undistorted beds (Fig. 1). Visually recognizable are also ash pods, i.e. lenticular or irregularly shaped pockets of ash with sharp contact to host sediment and little or no internal sedimentary structures (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2020), that occur singularly or aligned at a given horizon, forming a pod layer (Fig. 1f, g). Ash pods can be found both closely associated (above or below) with ash layers, or occur apparently independently, depending on whether the primary ash bed was partially or completely eroded. Ash layers and pods have colour, strength, grain size and structure clearly distinct from almost any marine background sediment, even where such sediment contains dispersed ash. However, when mass wasting processes on a range of scales redistribute the ash visual recognition in core sections can become difficult, particularly in continental slope settings but also in abyssal basins (Kutterolf et al. 2008a). Additional parameters including lithological composition, degree of homogeneity of glass-shard compositions, and bedding structures are very useful to distinguish between primary and secondary ash layers, but also between fall and flow deposits (see the section ‘Distinguishing primary and secondary ash layers’).

Ash-containing sediment layers show marked differences in porosity, water content, density and grain size compared to ash-free mud sediment (Kutterolf et al. 2007). Some ash layers are significantly hardened compared to their host sediment due to diagenetic reactions typically of glass shards with pore waters. Silica and/or carbonate derived from an ash bed (cf. Luo et al. 2020) can cause hardening and discoloration of underlying sediment by incipient cementation up to a depth of several centimetres (Kutterolf et al. 2008c, 2016). Such changes are recorded by core logging techniques which assist core description by identification of both distinct layers and dispersed ashes in marine sediments. Standard core logging parameters include P-wave velocity, sediment density from gamma-wave attenuation, and magnetic susceptibility. Ash layers of both mafic and felsic compositions show elevated gamma density values (Fig. 2). Magnetic susceptibility is the degree to which a material can be magnetized by an external magnetic field and is proportional to the volume fraction of magnetic minerals (Hunt et al. 1995) that is taken as a measure of the concentration of ash. Kutterolf et al. (2007, 2008a) showed that mafic ashes can easily be recognized by elevated magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 2) due to their high contents of magnetic minerals (e.g. magnetite, chromite, siderite, hematite, titanomagnetite, franklinite, pyrrhotite). In contrast, felsic ashes which are poor in iron-rich minerals but rich in feldspar, glass, and related weathering products, are generally characterized by low magnetic susceptibility values (Hunt et al. 1995).

Ash particles. Felsic tephra layers in marine sediments are white, light grey, pinkish, or yellowish in colour, and are mainly (>90 vol%) composed of fresh, colourless glass shards to pumice lapilli. The
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glass shreds can vary from highly vesicular, pumiceous and fibrous textures with commonly elongated to tubular vesicles, to dense, angular blocky, cuspatc, flat and y-shaped shreds with nearly no bubbles (Fig. 3a–d). Vesicle texture reflects the conditions of extended magmatic degassing (high vesicularity, thin bubble walls) v. premature quenching (low vesicularity, thick bubble walls) whereas particle shape reflects fragmentation by bubble disruption (cuspatc, y-shaped) v. brittle fracture (angular, blocky). Complex eruption mechanisms can generate ash with a mixture of vesicular and blocky shards (Fig. 1–o). Felsic tephra beds can range from crystal poor (1–5 vol%) to crystal rich (up to 50 vol%, typically enriched at base), with dominant plagioclase and or sanidine accompanied by bubble occurrences of quartz, amphibole, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, Fe/Ti-spinel, and biotite as well as foid (feldspathoid) minerals (e.g. nepheline, leucite, hauyne) when alkaline magma compositions are involved. Additionally, lithic fragments of different types can occur that either derive from the source volcano or, particularly in the case of volcaniclastic rocks of the ma"o"a laplilli. The glass shards mostly have blocky shapes and are medium to poorly vesicular with mostly round and elliptical bubble shapes (Fig. 3e–g). Some mafic ash layers, particularly those from intense (sub-)Plinian mafic eruptions, contain dominantly highly vesicular, tubular, (light-)brownish to red–brown glass shads (Fig. 3f). The mineral assemblages of the ma"o"a tephra includes plagioclase, pyroxene, Fe/Ti-spinel, some olivine and apatite, as well as occasionally amphibole and, with highly alkaline compositions, plagiogope and foid minerals.

Ash fallout distribution. Highly explosive, typically Plinian and phreatoplinian, eruptions generate ash clouds that drift over huge distances and areas typically at stratospheric heights. For example, the 10–cm-isopach of the 26.5 ka Kawakawa/Oruanui phreatoplinian fallout includes an area $\geq 1 \, 000 \, 000 \, \text{km}^2$ (Carter et al. 1995; Wilson 2001). Indeed, Sun et al. (2014) and Koffman et al. (2013) have shown ash particles a few micrometres in size in ice cores from both polar regions, suggesting the finest ash of some huge ash clouds can, in fact, reach hemispheric to global dispersals (Dunbar et al. 2017). Ultra-distal and very fine ashes dispersed in sediment are difficult to identify but such ‘cryptotehras’ can still be found and analysed in marine and other settings but require special extraction techniques (Turney 1998; Davies 2015). Primary cryptotehras deposits form where the concentration of fallout of fine ash is very low, and are easily mixed with sediment by bioturbation. Davies (2015) provides a review of the sampling, analysis and interpretation of cryptotehras which provide valuable tephrostratigraphic data particularly where visible ash beds were not emplaced or preserved (e.g. van den Bogaard and Schmincke 2002; Abbott et al. 2011; Lowe et al. 2017; Wulf et al. 2018; Wastegard et al. 2020).

In marine sediment cores, analyses mostly deal with the visible fallout tephra layers a few millimetres to decimetres thick, which often thin with distance in an exponential fashion although there can be significant deviations from such a pattern (Fig. 4a). These unstratified layers are characterized by a sharp, horizontal to sub-horizontal basal contact to underlying background sediment (Fig. 1c–f) that may be disturbed by bioturbation (Fig. 1g) or other processes (Fig. 1d, h, i, j). The top can also be a sharp contact to overlying marine sediment (Fig. 1k) but is often diffuse due to a gradual transition into overlying ash-bearing sediment (up to 50 cm, apparently without systematic relation to ash layer thickness) which is then overlain by ‘clean’ (hemi) pelagic sediment (Manville and Wilson 2004; Kutterolf et al. 2007, 2008a, 2016, 2018; Eisele et al. 2015b; Schindlbeck et al. 2016a, 2018; Hopkins et al. 2020).

Grain-size characteristics. The lateral distribution of accumulation rate for each grain size is determined by its particle fall velocity, its concentration in the ash cloud and the volume flux of that cloud so that a range of grain sizes is emplaced at a given distance while the median grain size gets finer with distance (Sparks et al. 1992). Marine tephra beds are often well sorted and have average ash grain sizes ranging from $c. 10 \, \mu m$ to $c. 500 \, \mu m$, which commonly decrease with distance (Fig. 4b), but may also occur as pumice or scoria lapilli layers over the proximal few tens of kilometres from the source (Fig. 1c, e). Since larger and denser particles sink faster through water, ash beds are commonly normally graded in grain size (Fig. 1e) as well as in grain density, which is visible as crystals or dense particles enriched towards the base of ash beds (Fig. 1h; Ninovich et al. 1978; Sigurdsson et al. 1980; Kutterolf et al. 2018). The very fine ash, which is particularly abundant in silicic highly explosive eruptions (up to $>50\%$; Rose and Durant 2009), is typically expected to be carried to great distances. However, marine ash layers with bimodal grain size distributions and correspondingly poorer sorting are also quite common. Bimodally distributed ash in more proximal locations typically becomes unimodal at greater distances because the coarse mode decreases with distance while the fine mode remains fairly constant.
Fig. 1. (a) Submarine Cape Riva (22 ka) ash turbidite on eroded base, upward fining grain size from fine lapilli to fine ash paralleled by more intense stratification. Bioturbation at the top (POS513/14, 142–197 cm; 50 km NE from Santorini). (b) Turbidite facies of Minoan tephra (3.6 ka) stratified by alternating but upward fining grain size, with bioturbated top, in channel position 25 km NE of Santorini (POS513/20, 13–62 cm). (c) Minoan tephra well-sorted massive, reversely graded fallout facies 50 km east of Santorini in the ‘shadow’ of Anafi island. Downward shear s along liner (POS513/30, 43–64 cm). (d) Distal normal graded Minoan ash layer with midcore flow-in f at the
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Fig. 2. Density and magnetic susceptibility (MS) logs of core M54/11 offshore Nicaragua indicating felsic (grey bars; high density, low MS) and mafic (red bars; high density, high MS) ash layers. Some of these are clearly visible in the core while others have been partially destroyed or dispersed by bioturbation. MS is expressed as the intensity ratio of the sediment magnetization to an external magnetic field.

(Sparks and Huang 1980; Brazier et al. 1983). For example, Pinatubo marine ash has a dominant coarse mode proximally but becomes bimodal with distance until it is dominated by the fine mode (Fig. 4c) when the coarse mode and median size decrease to the fine mode value (Fig. 4b; Wiesner et al. 2004). Bimodality can arise from different deposition modes acting simultaneously (Sparks and Walker 1977; Sparks and Huang 1980) such as closely associated emplacement of Plinian fallout and co-ignimbrite ash (Engwell et al. 2014) or immediately post-eruption settling of fine ash (Kandlbauer et al. 2013). Bimodality can also be caused by ‘premature’ scavenging from the eruption cloud of aggregated fine ash together with coarser ash (Carey and Sigurdsson 1982; Brazier et al. 1983; Wilson 2001; Van Eaton and Wilson 2013). Ash particles can form larger aggregates by wet adhesion in ash clouds that are humid due to condensation or phreatomagmatic origin (Moore and Peck 1962; Gilbert and Lane 1994; Schumacher and Schmincke 1995), or by electrostatic forces (James et al. 2002; Telling and Dufek 2012). Unless these aggregates cement quickly during transport (Gilbert and Lane 1994; Scolamacchia and Dingwell 2014) they will rapidly disintegrate when dropped into the ocean due to breakage at impact and loss of the adhesive forces in the water. Consequently, they are almost never found in deep-sea tephras and fine-ash fallout by aggregation is just inferred from the presence of a fine ash mode in the tephra. A rare exception of un cemented aggregates preserved in a marine ash bed is documented in Figure 11 and Cunningham and Beard (2014) report an example from uplifted Miocene deep-marine rocks.

Ash turbidites. So far we have considered massive ash beds that are typical for fallout emplacement, although pulse-like activity may also generate parallel stratified fallout layers. Many marine ash beds do, however, show features indicative of lateral transport along the ground such as wavy or cross-bedding and erosive basal contacts (Figs 1a, b & 5). These ash beds are often less well sorted than fallout ash layers (e.g. Trofimovs et al. 2008; Schindlbeck et al. 2013; Kutterolf et al. 2018). Their internal structure can correspond to the Bouma divisions well known from non-volcanic turbidites (e.g. Fig. 5a; Trofimovs

Fig. 1. Continued. liquefied base. At the top, diffuse transition from ash to sediment (POS513/34, 20–51 cm; 110 km ENE from Santorini). (e) 17 cm-thick, massive coarse ash/fine lapilli layer with sharp base and top; fauna extinction inhibited bioturbation (M141-1154, 84–101 cm; 70 km east of São Miguel, Azores). (f) About 5 cm-thick mafic fine-ash layer with sharp base but overlain by c. 10 cm bioturbated dark ash–light pelagic sediment mixture, indicating fast fauna recovery after ash deposition (M141-1174, 328–348 cm; central Azores). (g) Thin mafic fine-ash bed almost completely disturbed by intense bioturbation creating ash pods; fauna probably survived ash deposition (M141-1154, 727–736 cm; central Azores). (h) Felsic ash layer with crystal-rich base (darker 1 cm along base) rotated and fragmented by coring (M66-222, 218–241 cm; 25 ka Upper Apoyo Tephra, Nicaragua). (i) Felsic ash layer dissected by coring, with upward flow-in of underlying softer sediment through crack (M66-223, 508–531 cm; 75 ka Los Chocoyos Tephra). (j) Normally graded mafic ash with up-arching base due to core deformation (M66-223, 292–307 cm). (k) Medium ash disturbed by core extension and liquefaction, internal structures destroyed and ash partly washed out (POS513/53, 13–29 cm; Minoan ash 150 km east of Santorini). (l) A grey fine-ash layer 2 with abundant lighter coloured, slightly flattened ash aggregates immediately and sharply overlies a black scoria ash layer 1, possibly representing a mafic eruption on land that changed from magmatic to phreatomagmatic. Shallow (353 m) water depth and transport in slow ground-hugging ash cloud rather than fall from great height may have favoured preservation of the soft ash aggregates (POS513/46, 171–184 cm; 33 km SW Nisyros).
Large volcaniclastic turbidites can be generated by submarine landslides (see ‘Volcanic landslides’) while primary ash turbidites are typically generated where pyroclastic flows enter the sea (see ‘Submarine ash deposits from subaerial pyroclastic density currents’). Sparks et al. (1980) argued that some pyroclastic flows entering the sea may maintain their integrity but geological evidence for intact pyroclastic flow deposits in the sea are restricted to very shallow near-shore waters (Reedman et al. 1987; Kokelaar and Busby 1992; Mandeville et al. 1994, 1996; White and McPhie 1997).
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Fig. 4. (a) Thickness and (b) grain size v. distance for selected marine tephras from major eruptions. Colour-coded lines in (a) show exponential fits to Campanian and Pintubo data; wide scatter around the fit is partly due to sample sites off the fan axis. Dashed envelopes in (b) identify three subpopulations in the bimodally distributed Campanian Ignimbrite tephra. Lines C, Md, and F connect coarse mode, median and fine mode grain sizes in the Pinatubo data in (b); orange bar W95 marks these grain sizes observed in sediment traps. (c) Proximal unimodal to distally bimodal grain size distributions of Pinatubo 1991 tephra at the distances indicated also in (b). Data sources: Pinatubo 1991 data from Wiesner et al. (1995, 2004); Los Chocoyos own data; Young Toba Tuff data from Gatti et al. (2018); Campanian Ignimbrite data from Engwell et al. (2014). In this tephra the coarse mode represents the Plinian fallout and the fine mode the co-ignimbrite ash contributions.

With steeper slopes and deeper waters, intense mixing dominates and pyroclastic density currents are converted into volcanioclastic turbidity currents. Ash turbidites can occur as singular layers intercalated with marine sediments but often they form piles of multiple beds particularly when the source eruption was unsteady or multi-episodic (Fig. 5). The Bouma division of turbidites includes normally graded or completely massive facies next to facies with tractional bedforms. Normal grading of fine ash in distal turbidites originates from suspension sedimentation from waning flow (see ‘Submarine ash deposits from subaerial pyroclastic density currents’) and such facies is difficult to distinguish from ash beds emplaced by fallout. On the other hand, thick massive volcanioclastic turbidite deposits can show coarse-tail grain size and density segregation features resembling those observed in ignimbrites on land (Sparks et al. 1973), such as pumice and lithic concentration zones (Schindlebeck et al. 2013, Kutterolf et al. 2018). An example of proximal turbidite facies is the submarine deposit related to terrestrial ignimbrite in Japan, which comprises <1.2 m of a lower pebble facies, a central pumice breccia/sand facies 4.5 m thick, and a very thick (>15 m) top facies of stratified vitric ash composed of normally graded beds (Allen et al. 2012). An erosive basal contact, ripped-up mud clasts, and laterally very variable bedforms attest to high energy flow.

Modifications on and in the seafloor

Tephrochronology has its basis in the recognition and connection of regionally or globally synchronous events (isochrons), however, this can become complex when the primary deposits have been modified. Ash deposits are easily agitated in their unconsolidated state shortly after deposition by passing turbidity currents or by semi-permanent bottom currents and episodic re-sedimentation processes (Ninkovich and Shackleton 1975; Carey and Sigurdsson 1978; Sparks et al. 1983; Carter et al. 1995; Wallrabe-Adams and Lackschewitz 2003; Manville and Wilson 2004). Survival of, or rapid recolonization by, benthic biota can lead to intense bioturbation of ash layers. Differential compaction as a function of burial depth, grain size, and sorting modifies layer thicknesses. The thicknesses of ash beds observed in widely spaced drill cores (which cannot image local variations) thus have some uncertainty that carries into quantification of isopachs and the derived eruption parameters (Manville and Wilson 2004). For example, IODP expedition 350 drilled four holes just a few tens of metres apart but even across such short distances the marine tephra deposits showed varying thicknesses, preservation, and even occurrence (Tamura et al. 2015, fig. F17). Sevink et al. (2020) also emphasize the need of multiple coring to better assess ash layer stratigraphy and properties.

Slumping/folding on slopes. In high-relief regions of frequent mass movement events post-depositional modification of tephra is common (Carter et al. 1995). For example, repeated ash beds with identical glass-shard geochemical compositions, separated by marine sediments have been interpreted to result from repeated slumping of tephra packages at the shelf or slope (e.g. Allan et al. 2008; Eisele et al. 2012).
2015a). Even large coherent bodies of material with minimal internal deformation and intact internal stratigraphically can pile up to form repeated sequences (Allan et al. 2008). Such mass movements are typically triggered by gravitational instability and tectonic processes. Porous ash layers enclosed between impermeable clayey sediments can themselves become a cause for failure when liquefaction, possibly triggered by earthquakes, reduces their shear strength and thus creates a slip plane on which the overlying sediment package can glide (Harders et al. 2010; Sammartini et al. 2018). Rough and angular particles increase the shear strength of an ash layer but ash alteration (see ‘Alteration of glass’ below) reduces shear strength and increases the potential for slope failure (Wiemer and Kopf 2015).

While sediment and ash packages are in a soft, uncompacted state they can creep and fold even on gentle slopes. Soft-sediment deformation structures such as load and flame structures, convolute lamination and folding then form particularly where porous, water-soaked sediment is capped by impermeable fine sediment as in the case of turbidites (Fig. 6). If such deformation involved cross-stratified strata and is later also overprinted by tectonic faulting, the resulting structures can be very complex indeed (Fig. 6a).

Modification by bioturbation. Bioturbation is the mixing impact caused by fauna living both in and on the sediment in which the tephra is deposited. This mixing is most commonly caused by burrowing, feeding, defecation and locomotion, and can mix ash both above and below the primary ash layer (Todd et al. 2014). Such bioturbation is the key mechanisms for ash pod formation although occasionally ash pods also form by soft sediment deformation (Pillans et al. 2005; Callow and McIlroy 2016).
The cutting effect can show pod-like 2D shapes on the drill core surface which, in fact, are part of a complex 3D structure of the (deformed, disrupted, bioturbated) ash deposit. Such complex structures can nowadays be visualized by high-resolution X-ray micro-tomography (Griggs et al. 2015), which can reveal the mechanism of formation more accurately.

High sedimentation rates (typically >20 cm ky⁻¹) of either pelagic sediment or ash minimize bioturbation (Thornalley et al. 2011). Wetzel (2009) distinguished between (1) ‘non-local mixing’ by deep burrows, which penetrate an ash layer, (2) ‘mixing from below’ by Scolicia producers, and (3) ‘mixing from above/local mixing’ by crawling macro- and megafauna. While deep burrows affect the tephra layers only very locally, mixing from below and above can destroy even several cm-thick ash layers. Ash deposits <1 cm thick rarely survive as laterally continuous layers but evidence of their existence can be commonly found by volcaniclastic infillings of burrows formed by bioturbation (e.g. Huang et al. 1975; Kennett 1981; Hess and Kuhnt 1996; Marquez 2000; Todd et al. 2014; Hopkins et al. 2020). This suggests that tephra horizons <1 cm thick are insufficient to suppress benthic biota activity or post-depositional bioturbation (e.g. Carter et al. 1995; Hess and Kuhnt 1996; Marquez 2000). Slow settling of fine-ash particles (<32 µm), favours survival of upward-burrowing bentic fauna and, hence, disruption of the ash deposit (Fig. 1g). Conversely, the commonly observed sharp basal contacts of coarser, thicker (>1 cm) and rapidly accumulated ash suggest

---

Fig. 6. (a) Chaotic deposit of laminated volcaniclastic sandstone showing isoclinal folding (1), attenuation of beds (2), load and flame structures (3), and current-ripple lamination and sandstone injections (4). These chaotic structures formed by syn-sedimentary creeping and folding. Later-stage tectonics created sharp detachment surfaces (arrows at left) at which bedding dip changes abruptly, dividing the deposit into at least three discrete zones, with the lowermost zone having the most intense internal deformation (IODP Expedition 322, interval C0012A-45R-1, 70–96 cm). (b) Field photograph by J. Hopkins of Mahia peninsula, New Zealand, showing features illustrated in (c). (c) Schematic depositional sequences of ash turbidites of the Middle Miocene interval of Mahia Peninsula. Drawing modified after Schneider et al. (2001), with permission from Elsevier © 2001. Left sketches show classical turbidite sequences with Bouma divisions (Ta–Te). Right sketches show, from top to base, an amalgamated turbidite, pumice concentration layer, and incomplete sequence of a distal turbidite. Grain size Φ fractions (left) and corresponding classes (right) clay (c), silt (s), fine, middle, coarse sand (Fs, Ms, Cs) and coarse gravel (Cg).
smothering of benthic fauna although burrowing after recolonization can still modify such ash beds (Fig. 1f). A sharp top contact to overlying sediment is not commonly preserved unless an ash bed is coarse grained or was rapidly covered by thick sediment (Fig. 1e). The top is often a diffuse gradual transition into overlying sediment that is rich in ash due to bioturbation after relatively rapid post-depositional recolonization of the sea bed (e.g. Cita and Podenzani 1980; Marquez 2000; Hess et al. 2001). The Pinatubo 1991 event illustrates the rate of recolonization: 5 years after the eruption the foraminifera assemblages on the seafloor had not yet recovered to the pre-eruptive state (Marquez 2000). Figure 7 illustrates an example of a felsic ash layer above which ash particles have been mixed with hemipelagic sediment by bioturbation such that the ash concentration gradually decreases upward to at least 15 cm above the primary ash bed.

The use of cryptotephra deposits to increase the resolution of tephrochronology is becoming increasingly popular, therefore the impact of bioturbation on tephra deposits needs to be carefully considered as it may cause uncertainties in defining isochrons (e.g. Davies et al. 2014). Only non-modified cryptotephra will show a sharp peak in shard concentrations and thus an obvious isochron (e.g. Berben et al. 2020).

Different bathymetric settings, the nature of the sediments, and assemblages of faunal species cause great variability in the rate and extent of bioturbation (Todd et al. 2014). For example, in low energy, estuarine environments bioturbation occurs rapidly but potentially only to a depth of ≤20 mm (e.g. Solan et al. 2004; Todd et al. 2014). Conversely, deep marine environments show evidence for deep mixing of sediments by a range of fauna (e.g. Marquez 2000; Wetzel 2009). Biological activity in marine sediments can also physically alter glass shards, forming bioalteration textures (called etch pits by those favouring a non-biogenic origin), including granular or tabular textures, fractures and voids (Fisk and McLoughlin 2013).

**Ash layer preservation.** Distal ash layers in mostly non-erosive marine environments generally have a much better chance of preservation than comparative deposits on land, where thin ash beds often already disappear during the next rain fall. However, preservation of marine ash beds is still threatened by erosion by aqueous and turbidity currents, mixing by sediment slumping and sliding on slopes, and mixing by seafloor fauna. Erosive currents and mechanical mixing processes can occur in regions of high bathymetric relief and steep slopes as well as in canyons and trenches (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2020). On the other hand, elevated plateaus where density currents do not reach or are not erosive provide a high potential for ash-layer preservation. Bathymetric relief can be particularly complex around volcanic ocean islands so that preservation conditions can change quickly laterally. Conversely, regions of high sedimentation rates provide the chance for ash beds to be quickly covered by thick turbidites and thereby protected from the modification by benthic fauna (Carter et al. 1995). Relatively thick ash layers in isolated basins also have a great potential of preservation (Hopkins et al. 2020). Ash layer disturbance up to complete mixing by bioturbation requires that benthic fauna either survive ash deposition or quickly recolonize the seafloor. Faunal recovery is fastest where the fauna had already adapted to mixed, sandy sediment (i.e. grain size similar to ash) in contrast to fauna living on mud (Wetzel 2009; Cassidy et al. 2014). Relatively rapid accumulation of nutrient-rich sediment forming a fauna habitat on top of an ash bed also favours fast fauna recovery and resulting ash disturbance, such as in regions of terrigenous input or strong upwelling (Wetzel 2009). Thicker ash beds result in longer times for fauna recovery, and thus have a better chance of survival until deeper burial. Depending on the thickness of an ash bed, benthic faunal activity can create a several centimetres thick mixed zone (Wetzel 2009) that can completely replace thin ash beds or form at the top of thicker ash beds (Fig. 7). In summary, the highest
preservation potential even of thin ash layers can be expected in the abyssal plains where background sediment is mud, and burial rate of organic matter (food) and faunal productivity are low (Wetzel 2009).

**Modification by coring**

Causes of core disturbances commonly are operational, anthropogenic, formation-induced, or a combination of the three. The appearances of core deformation structures and their formation processes have been summarized by Jutzeler et al. (2014b) for IODP coring techniques but also apply to all other coring techniques. A modification common to all rotary, piston and gravity coring methods is that the seafloor/seawater interface is initially disrupted to a certain degree that is not quantifiable due to the variable relations between penetration forces and sediment firmness. Deeper in the cores, drilling/coring disturbances can modify structure and texture by deformation as well as the composition of the ash layers by mixing with sediment. Common features are shear deformation of sediment against the core barrel, basal flow-in or core extension due to underpressure during pull-out, expansion and dissection of core material due to escape of gas, sediment loss through the core catcher, fall-in during core barrel exchange, and core transport-induced modifications such as liquefaction. Coring disturbances thus can significantly influence sediment interpretations but are often underappreciated. For example, an up-arching (Fig. 1j) or down-sheared (Fig. 1c), formerly planar base of an ash layer may wrongly be interpreted as an erosive contact. Core disturbances occur particularly where more competent, none-cohesive (but sometimes incipiently cemented) layers of fine to coarse ash or lapilli are intercalated within less competent, cohesive, clay-rich layers (Fig. 1b, i). These contrasting physical properties (e.g. yield strength, viscosity) lead to different deformation reactions to the stress applied by the corer. Moreover, liquefaction may lead to vertical flow-in of soft sediment (Fig. 1l, d) and, when coupled with core expansion, can cause wash-out and deletion of internal structure of an ash bed (Fig. 1k). These effects must be recorded in detail in core descriptions to allow accurate interpretations of the tephra horizon’s morphology to be made (Jutzeler et al. 2014b).

**Primary volcanic emplacement processes**

**Submarine ash deposits from subaerial fallout**

Ash settling out of the ash cloud. The 15 June 1991 Pinatubo Plinian eruption offered the opportunity to compare satellite observations and field measurements. The Plinian eruption column rose to 40 km height within one hour (at 14:41, Fig. 8), then fluctuated between 35 and 30 km for about 4 h (until c. 20:41, Fig. 8), then settled to <30 km and finally declined towards the tropopause (c. 17 km) during early morning of 16 June (visible and IR satellite observations; Holasek et al. 1996). Holasek et al. (1996) attributed the decline in height to decreasing eruption mass flux but Rosi et al. (2001) attribute it to the gradual change from convective Plinian to collapsing ignimbrite-forming eruption column. The umbrella cloud mapped in Figure 8 is that of the climactic Plinian phase that was driven by stratospheric winds to the SW across the South China Sea where it covered an area of 300 000 km² after 5 h and >1 000 000 km² after 12 h (Fig. 8; Holasek et al. 1996). The southwestward dispersed normally graded Plinian fallout was interspersed by intraplinian ash from pyroclastic surges (Rosi et al. 2001). From about 16:40 the eruption reached a phase of entirely collapsing column and ignimbrite production for about 2.5 h. The convective co-ignimbrite ash cloud reached about 30 km height (Rosi et al. 2001). By the time of the summit caldera collapse (about 19:11), the vast majority of tephra had been emplaced although the eruption continued into 16 June and ash emissions lasted for weeks.

Isopach and isopleth mapping of the proximal Plinian fallout (Paladio-Melosantos et al. 1996;
Rosi et al. (2001) showed a circular distribution that matches the initial shape of the cloud observed by satellite (Fig. 8). The isopach map based on distal marine ash layer thicknesses (Wiesner et al. 2004) shows a more strictly westward dispersal than the ash-cloud isochrons from satellite images of the initial climactic phase (Fig. 8). The distal ash is the product of the entire eruption duration and thus includes contributions from both the convective Plinian eruption column and the subsequent co-ignimbrite ash cloud which rose to lower heights. The marine ash comprises a lower, coarser-grained unit I that is dispersed towards the WSW in agreement with Plinian fallout on land and the stratospheric wind direction. The upper, fine-grained unit II probably represents co-ignimbrite ash driven westward by upper-tropospheric winds (cf. Wiesner et al. 2004). Typhoon Yunya passed Pinatubo during the eruption and generated strong lower-tropospheric (<5 km height) winds towards the SE and NE, which may be responsible for the asymmetrical southward extension of the fallout fan (Fig. 8; Wiesner et al. 2004).

The Pinatubo case illustrates the interplay of the two most important factors that control the lateral distribution of tephra and thereby also its local composition: the mode of eruption such as the change from convective to collapsing eruption column which determined atmospheric height into which erupted ash is injected, and the regionally, temporally and vertically variable wind patterns that drive erupted ash away from the vent at different speeds and to different directions.

Ash dispersal from relatively low eruption columns is particularly controlled by tropospheric winds that are temporally and vertically more variable than stratospheric winds (Papp et al. 2005). At the other end of the spectrum, ash distribution from very large-magnitude (M = 6.5; M = log10(m) – 7 with erupted magma mass m in kg) eruptions will not be significantly affected by wind at all (Baines and Sparks 2005; Mahony et al. 2016). The almost circular distribution of the ash from the M = 8.2 Los Chocoyos eruption (Atitlan Caldera, Guatemala) is an illustrative example (Kutterolf et al. 2016; Cisneros de Leon et al. 2021).

Ash settling in the ocean. The settling velocities in water of ash particles in the size range typical of marine tephras are shown in Figure 9a.
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Marine tephra layers

Corresponding settling times in the ocean range from about 1 hour to several years with decreasing grain size (Fig. 9b). Ocean currents of 0.2 m s\(^{-1}\) in the Ekman layer (0–100 m) and average 0.004 m s\(^{-1}\) at deeper levels, can then laterally displace particles coarser than 2 \(\Phi\) by less than 1 km but particles finer than 6 \(\Phi\) by > 100 km (e.g., Ninkovich and Shackleton 1975; Carter et al. 1995; Wallrabe-Adams and Lackschewitz 2003). Such lateral displacement would be most efficient in regions with very strong currents as exemplified by Ninkovich and Shackleton (1975).

Marine ash beds often show a gradual transition at the top into sediment mixed with ash over several centimetres height. This is, however, not a result of synchronous slow settling of fine ash and pelagic sediment because (a) the mixture also contains medium to coarse ash (Fig. 7) and (b) (hemi-)pelagic sedimentation rates are commonly too slow to generate observed mixed-sediment thicknesses over the time of fine-ash sinking (typically, 5 cm ky\(^{-1}\)).

Grain-size dependent settling speeds of individual particles in water (Fig. 9a) will create normal distribution grading of the marine deposit. Grading of the marine deposit. Grading of the marine deposit. 

To the condition \(H_{cr}\), (a function of particle concentration and, hence, of volume flux \(V_p\) and grain size \(d_p\)) and ‘finger’ instabilities at the lower boundary form downward-flowing sediment plumes if the ratio, \(B_{vi}\), of the timescale of individual particles settling to the timescale of collective settling in a plume is \(B_{vi} > 1\) (Bradley 1965; Carey 1997; Hoyal et al. 1999). Here we follow Jacobs et al. (2015) in defining the parameters \(B_{vi}\) (their eqn 7) and \(H_{cr}\) (their eqn 16). Faster-sinking coarser particles achieve less concentration and thus need higher \(H_{cr}\), while very slowly sinking fine particles achieve high concentrations and thus need lower \(H_{cr}\) for fingering. However, even within the condition \(B_{vi} > 1\), calculated solutions for \(V_p\)–\(d_p\) pairs can yield physically meaningless results such as \(H_{cr}\) approaching \(d_p\) or \(H_{cr}\) exceeding ocean depth. While \(H_{cr}\) of a few centimetres or less can be observed in laboratory experiments, such thin surface layers will perpetually be disturbed and mixed by wave action in the ocean and the corresponding tiny and very slow plumes are unlikely to stay intact while sinking to the seafloor. We thus consider the range \(0.1 < H_{cr} < 1000\) m to represent plausible solutions. Figure 10a shows the \(V_p\) and \(d_p\) values that support this \(H_{cr}\) range, which is typically realized by intermediate grain sizes (about 3 to 6 \(\Phi\)) in the observed tephra data from magnitude M1.3 to 7.9 eruptions while the coarsest and finest grain-size fractions yield unrealistically large and small \(H_{cr}\) values, respectively. The initial finger or plume velocity, \(U_f\), increases with volume flux \(V_p\), grain size \(d_p\), and surface layer depth \(H_{cr}\) (Fig. 10b).

Observed tephra data that satisfy \(B_{vi} > 1\) and \(0.1 < H_{cr} < 1000\) m, \(U_f\) values lie in the range of about 0.003 to 0.05 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 10b), which includes the only known measured value of 0.022 m s\(^{-1}\) from the Pinatubo 1991 eruption (Wiesner et al. 1995). For comparison, ash plumes from eruption clouds sink at about 1 m s\(^{-1}\) (Manzella et al. 2015). The time \(t_{cr}\) needed to build up a surface layer to depth \(0.1 < H_{cr} < 1000\) m typically takes a few minutes to a few hours, it decreases with volume flux \(V_p\) and grain size \(d_p\) but increases with \(H_{cr}\) (Fig. 10c).

It should be noted that the results shown here have been obtained for single grain sizes, implicitly assuming that the median grain size controls the settling behaviour. However, experiments with two mixed grain sizes show more complex behaviour (Jacobs et al. 2015) and indicate that the settling of natural polydisperse ash will be even more complex.

One consequence of plume sedimentation is that coarse and fine ash collectively sink to the ocean floor so that size separation (and drifting away of the fines) are inhibited (Fig. 4b, c). The presence of a significant fraction of fine ash in marine tephra beds has therefore been attributed to plume
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Fig. 10. (a) Particle volume flux \(V_p\) onto the ocean surface \(v.\) grain size \(d_p\) for the range of critical depths \(H_{cr}\) of the surface, calculated with eqn 16 of Jacobs et al. (2015) using \(U_i\) (Z) from Figure 9. Application to tephra grain sizes and volume fluxes observed over the distance ranges given in the legend yield \(H_{cr}\) values outside the range \(0.1 < H_{cr} < 1000\) m for the coarsest and the finest grain-size fractions while intermediate grain sizes yield plausible \(H_{cr}\) values. (b) Particle volume flux \(v.\) initial finger or plume velocity \(U_i\) for the range of indicated \(H_{cr}\) values, calculated after Manzella et al. (2015) and Scollo et al. (2017) assuming \(H_{cr}\) as scale of finger dimension (Hoyal et al. 1999). For the tephra data, velocity values compatible with the \(H_{cr}\) range lie between \(10^{-3}\) and \(10^{-1}\) m s\(^{-1}\); this range also includes the rate measured by Wiesner et al. (1995) (orange bar W95 = 0.022 m s\(^{-1}\)). (c) Particle volume flux \(v.\) the time \(t_{cr}\) required to build up the surface layer to a depth \(H_{cr}\). Colour-coded bars indicate the duration of eruption for the example tephras, the two bars for Pinatubo are the 9 h duration of the climactic phase and the 3 days duration when precursory eruptions from 12–14 June 1991 are included. Tephra data: Eyjafjallajökull 2010, Iceland, calculated for particle densities 1443 and 2738 kg m\(^{-3}\), duration 37 days, Bonadonna et al. (2011); Los Chocoyos Tephra, Guatemala, particle density as in Figure 9, M8.2, duration ≥ 20 days, Cisneros de Leon et al. (2021); Mt Pinatubo 15 June 1991, Philippines, M6.1, particle density 2340 kg m\(^{-3}\), median, coarse mode and fine mode grain sizes are considered separately, Wiesner et al. (1995, 2004).

Aggregation, played important roles in deposition of the Eyjafjallajökull 2010 tephra. Sediment plumes descending through the density-stratified ocean at velocities of a few cm s\(^{-1}\) can cross density boundaries or may temporarily stall and spread laterally at levels of neutral buoyancy until increasing particle concentration generates new fingering (Carey 1997). They may also mix with seawater if the Richardson Number \(R_i = g′ \times H_{cr} \times U_{cr}^2\) becomes \(R_i < 1\), using \(H_{cr}\) as scale of the plume dimension (Hoyal et al. 1999). With finger/plume speed \(U_f = O(10^{-2} m s^{-1})\) and \(g′ = O(10^{-2}–10^{-6})\), the condition \(R_i < 1\) would be met by \(H_{cr} < 10–100\) m (cf. Fig. 10a). One consequence of such mixing with seawater can be the entrainment of planktonic foraminifera.
(see the subsection ‘Ash particles’ in the first section). Since mixing with seawater decreases negative buoyancy the initial plume velocity (Fig. 10b) will probably be a maximum estimate of the velocity with which a sediment plume impinges on the seafloor, where it will spread laterally as a density current (Manville and Wilson 2004), further decreasing particle concentration by sedimentation and increasing fluid drag (Liithi 1981). Assuming that the initial horizontal density current velocity equals the initial vertical plume velocity (<0.05 m s⁻¹ from Fig. 10b), the basal shear stress would be lower than the critical shear stress needed to initiate motion of median particle sizes finer than about 1–2 Φ (calculated after van Rijn 2012; see also Komar and Clemens 1986; van den Berg and van Gelder 1993), the size range corresponding to ‘realistic’ conditions of plume formation (Fig. 10a). Suspension sedimentation would further reduce the chance for bed-load transport (Lowe 1988; Kubo and Nakajima 2002; Koller et al. 2017). These plume-derived currents are thus unlikely to generate an ash deposit with tractive load-bed-load structure or to erode cohesive muddy sediment which requires still larger shear stresses (van Rijn 2020). With the possible exception of canyons and steep slopes where the density currents may accumulate and accelerate (Parker 1982), we conclude that plume-derived volcanioclastic density currents of fallout ash will typically not be erosive or form cross-bedded deposits on flat seafloor. Plume spreading on the flat seafloor thus cannot introduce ripped-up (bio-)clasts into an ash fallout deposit. Gradual suspension sedimentation will rather form a normally distribution-graded deposit (Manville and Wilson 2004) that is not easily distinguished from a deposit formed by individual grain settling.

One consequence of spatially separate sinking ash plumes can be inconsistency in the lateral thickness distribution of ash on the seafloor (Manville and Wilson 2004). However, numerous closely spaced fingers will form as long as particle flux generates a sufficient particle concentration in the surface layer (Scollo et al. 2017). Therefore, an eruption duration that allows for several cycles of surface layer build-up and plume formation (Fig. 10c) with random changes in finger positions will cancel out differences in spatial distribution of ash on the seafloor. Interference between closely neighbouring fingers may also inhibit systematic grading in the deposit. A series of ash plumes sinking to the same spot on the seafloor may generate a deposit consisting of several normally graded layers but so far, such bed-sets have not been unambiguously identified as fallout but are known from much more powerful, repeated turbidity current pulses (Fig. 5). In situ observations of submarine fallout emplacement would clearly be essential to substantiate such speculations.

**Submarine ash deposits from subaerial pyroclastic density currents**

Volcanioclastic turbidites. While almost intact pyroclastic flow deposits can be preserved in shallow water (e.g. 40 m deep flat seafloor around Krakatau, see the subsection ‘Ash turbidites’ in the first section), on steeper submarine slopes and in deep waters volcanioclastic turbidites are the typical submarine equivalent of ignimbrites on land. The 30 ka Roseau ignimbrite on Dominica (West Indies), which comprises two flow units, has submarine turbidite equivalents that have locally highly variable internal structures and grading patterns suggesting emplacement by several smaller events, possibly related to pyroclastic flows reaching the sea at two distinct locations (Whitham 1989). Finer grain size, better sorting, and higher crystal/lithic ratios of the volcanioclastic turbidites are attributed to fragmentation of hot juvenile clasts upon contact with cold sea water (Whitham 1989). The presence of hemipelagic mud and minor bioclasts as well as mud clasts indicate submarine erosion by the turbidity currents. At Montserrat, West Indies, six of the block-and-ash flows generated during the 1995–2006 dome collapses entered the sea, very rapidly mixed with seawater, proximally lost their coarse load as granular flow lobes, and formed ash-loaded density currents that travelled to >30 km from source (Her et al. 2005; Trofimovs et al. 2006). The proximal turbidites are composed of massive, well-sorted sand, with basal reverse grading reflecting a waxing current and normal grading at top reflecting a waning current controlled by the waxing and waning collapse activity at the dome (Trofimovs et al. 2008). The turbidites contain a few percent entrained bioclasts, have low contents of fine ash, and, with distance, become finer grained and normally graded with planar lamination and occasional cross-bedding (Trofimovs et al. 2008). Fine-ash suspended in the seawater settled as a separate layer on each turbidite. A large-scale example are the 1 to 7 m-thick tuffaceous sandstone beds drilled in the Shikoku Basin east of Japan, about 350 km away from their parental caldera-related ignimbrite eruption sites (Schindlbeck et al. 2013; Kutterolf et al. 2014). These volcanioclastic turbidites range from massive to coarse-tail size and density graded, and contain 57–82% juvenile material (pumice, glass shards, minerals) of homogenous composition in each unit. The lithic content of the turbidites comprises (bio-)clasts eroded from the seafloor where these highly energetic turbidity currents descended c. 3500 m down the continental slope before continuing for >100 km along near-horizontal seafloor (Schindlbeck et al. 2013). Eruption-fed large turbidity currents are thought to be a major process in the formation of erosional-depositional bedforms at the lower flanks of volcanic
islands that have wavelengths of hundreds to thousands of metres and wave heights up to hundreds of metres (Casalbore et al. 2021). Such large-scale structures may cause different appearance of the same deposit in different cores.

The above examples stem from unwelded pyroclastic flow deposits but widespread submarine turbidites have also formed where hot flows forming highly welded ignimbrite on land entered the sea (Schmincke and Sumita 1998). An example is the 14 Ma old compositionally zoned rhyolite–trachyte–basalt high-grade ignimbrite P1 that originally covered the entire island of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain). Its depositing flows entered the ocean in every direction, leaving submarine deposits 86–44 cm thick at 56–68 km distance from shore after descending down the steep slope to about 2000 m depth and travelling about 25 to 50 km on seafloor gradually dipping to >3000 m water depths (Freundt and Schmincke 1998). The juvenile components in the volcaniclastic turbidites are variably vesicular vitric rhyolite and trachyte fragments (mostly altered to clay), aphyric basaltic tachylite particles, and crystals of the P1 phenocryst phases (mainly plagioclase, amphibole, pyroxene). Vitric angular particles with collapsed-pumice textures reflecting viscous welding compaction close to shore occur in the submarine layer but lack any devitrification as on land; the welding process was thus quickly interrupted by quenching and fragmentation (Freundt and Schmincke 1998). Syn-eruptive emplacement of the volcaniclastic turbidite layers is evidenced by (a) upward decreasing content of feldspar crystals but increasing content of basaltic particles, as in the ignimbrite on land, and (b) the absence of intensely devitrified and crystallized fragments and strongly fingerprint-resorbed anorthoclase which would have been included by post-emplacement ignimbrite erosion. While some incipient welding occurred near shore, most of the very hot pyroclastic currents mixed with seawater to form turbidity currents which picked up volcanic lithics and a mixture of shallow-water, benthic and planktonic bioclasts on their way to the >3000 m deep ocean floor.

While the volcaniclastic turbidites typically contain the largest part of the volume of pyroclastic flows entering the sea, substantial volume fractions can be separated during the entry process. A significant fraction of pumice clasts may be segregated into floating rafts (see section ‘Submarine ash deposits from floating pumice rafts’). Large volumes of fine ash can be deposited by co-ignimbrite ash clouds and surges over water. For example, the 20 km$^3$ co-ignimbrite ash that was mainly generated where the pyroclastic flows of the Tambora 1815 eruption entered the Java Sea, spread to >1300 km distance across the sea (Sigurdsson and Carey 1989). As another example, the submarine Campanian Ignimbrite ash layer has a bimodal grain size distribution which comprises about 60% co-ignimbrite ash mixed with Plinian fallout ash (Fig. 4b; Engwell et al. 2014). A third example are the dilute hot pyroclastic density currents that detached from the pyroclastic flows entering the sea and travelled up to 80 km over water at >100 km h$^{-1}$ speed during the Krakatau 1883 eruption (see section ‘Properties of ash beds’), emplacing several decimetres thick tephra on opposite island shores and killing about 2000 people (Carey et al. 1996, 2000).

Interaction and deposition processes. Laboratory-scale experiments with flows of ignimbrite ash entering water illustrate interaction processes controlled by pyroclastic flow temperature and mass as well as by water depth (Freundt 2003). Relatively cool ash flows (<150°C) hitting water on a 26° shore gradient instantly displace water to form a tsunami wave, and mix turbulently with the water in a mixing zone whose near-vertical front gradually extends into the water and then begins to collapse to a turbidity current while the coarsest load drops to the floor (Fig. 11a). During intrusion interstitial air entraining fine ash is expelled upward and forms a dilute ash cloud surge over water. The largest highly vesicular pumice clasts escape from the mixing zone and float on water until they soak and settle on top of the turbidite on the tank floor. Since pumice rafts have been observed after entry of pyroclastic flows into the sea, we expect that a natural sequence of turbidite capped by sunken raft pumice can be deposited but to our knowledge has not yet been reported. The most proximal floor deposit is a mixture of slumped sediment and turbidite but changes downstream into a normally graded turbidite with a very fine ash top (Fig. 11c). The much more complex behaviour of hot ash flows (>250°C) involves their advance along the water surface and mixing with water across some distance from shoreline, pushing a wave, and forming sinking sediment plumes advanced by the coarsest and densest settling particles (Fig. 11b). Hot pumice remains entrained in the mixing zone as it quickly soaks with water (cf. Whitham and Sparks 1986; Allen et al. 2008). The sediment plumes merge into a turbidity current down the tank that contains warm water lighter than ambient water so that, after loss of sufficient sediment, the current lifts up and proceeds under the water surface in a dilute state (in experiments where the tank was long enough). During the mixing process at the water surface, phreatic explosions eject a buoyant fine-ash cloud and an ash fountain that additionally feeds a fast, relatively concentrated ash-cloud surge over water initially formed by air and ash expelled rapidly from the mixing zone. The experimental tank floor deposit is a normally graded turbidite...
with a relatively thick, fine-grained top zone and a lower gradient of downstream thinning in comparison to the cold runs. This turbidite overlies humps of coarse fallout clasts in a proximal region (Fig. 11d). Cantelli et al. (2008) performed further experiments on warm and cold turbidity currents and Dufek and Bergantz (2007) theoretically modelled the thermal interaction processes.

Turbidity currents suspend their particle load by turbulence and can travel far in a self-sustaining state of auto-suspension if the (kinetic and/or potential) energy supplied at least balances that consumed by maintaining the suspension (Bagnold 1962). The current is depositional if it deposits more grains than it entrains, and erosive if it entrains more grains than it deposits (Parker 1982). In the latter case, the current accelerates due to increasing density, hence bed stress and entrainment increase, resulting in a catastrophic current until increased concentration dampens turbulence or reduced bottom slope decelerates the current (Parker 1982). This kind of interaction with the seabed is essential for far-reaching turbidity currents and it also provides one explanation why volcaniclastic turbidites, even if directly resulting from a volcanic event, contain significant amounts of biogenic and other lithic materials (e.g. clay clasts) picked up from the seafloor. Other explanations include separate geological processes such as sediment entrainment during violent near-shore interaction or slope instabilities. In principle, the transport conditions of a turbidity current can be inferred from the bedforms and grain sizes contained in the turbidite (Komar 1985; Chikita 1990). The classical Bouma divisions A through E are interpreted as deposition from a waning turbidity current. The coarsest grains in basal layer A mark the onset of deposition when the current was no longer able to suspend such grains; for example, for 500 µm sand
grains, the current must have decelerated to below c. 3 m s⁻¹ (Komar 1985). As the current slows further, velocities are just sufficient to move continuously finer grains by traction along the bed, forming upper plane beds (B), cross-stratification (C), lower plane beds (D) and finally layer E as suspension fallout of the finest grains. However, this classical sequence, controlled by grain size and flow power, can be substantially modified by high rates of suspension fallout (Allen 1982; Lowe 1988). With increasing suspended-load fallout rate the stability fields of tractional bedforms shrink and are replaced by direct suspension fallout deposition of a massive bed (see experiments by Arnott and Hand 1989). Zeng and Lowe (1997) modelled the relationships between velocity, concentration and grain size of turbidity currents and confirmed that normal distribution grading results from low-concentration currents while high-concentration currents form massive deposits eventually with coarse-tail grading.

Intense turbulent mixing between pyroclastic flow and water favours the generation of high-concentration turbidity currents (Fig. 11) suggesting that turbidites of such origin would have a massive proximal facies that extends over considerable distance. Large-magnitude explosive eruptions can go on for many hours or days (examples see Fig. 10c) and if the supply of pyroclastic material into the sea is steady, a turbidity current may be formed that remains quasi-steady for a significant period of time, such that steady conditions at its lower boundary lead to aggregation of a thick massive deposit (Kneller and Branney 1995). The up to 7 m thick massive tuffaceous sandstones in the Shiokoku Basin reported in the subsection ‘Volcaniclastic turbidites’ may be a possible example of this (Schindlbeck et al. 2013). On the other hand, if the supply of pyroclastic flow into the sea is unsteady, pulses of turbidity currents may generate a pile of turbidite layers (Fig. 5).

Fine ash layers on top of coarser turbidites or at greater distances can have different origins: (a) terminal slow settling of fines from a turbidity current, (b) pyroclastic fallout from Plinian eruption column (as in section ‘Submarine ash deposits from subaerial fallout’), from littoral explosions, or from an elevated co-ignimbrite ash cloud, (c) deposition from a pyroclastic density current over water, and (d) late, fine-grained suspension sedimentation from a warm or less saline turbidity current that lifted off the seafloor, forming either more distal ash deposit or fine ash on top of the main turbidity if advected back by opposing shallow ocean currents. These origins are difficult to distinguish because all five types of deposits will be dominated by vitric fine ash. However, unusual thickness, stratification, and the presence of marine bioclasts would favour deposition from volcaniclastic turbidity currents.

### Submarine ash deposits from floating pumice rafts

Extensive rafts of densely packed floating pumice have been observed in the ocean as well as in lakes after subaerial and submarine explosive volcanic eruptions. Rafts have formed by submarine eruption columns reaching or breaching the sea surface, by coarse-grained pumice fallout from near-shore vents, and by pyroclastic flows entering the sea, but also by post-eruptive reworking of pumice (e.g. Bertrand et al. 2014). Bryan et al. (2012) reference 20 volcanic eruptions world-wide that produced pumice rafts over the period 1815 to 2008. The dispersal of the initially >400 km² large pumice raft produced by the July 2012 submarine (>700 m bsl) eruption of Havre volcano (Kermadec arc, SW Pacific) has been traced by satellite images, which show raft break-up and transport at 2–17 km per day into different directions by ocean surface currents and eddies to reach a maximum dispersal area of >5 50 000 km² with about 400 km radius after three months (Jutzeler et al. 2014a). A pumice raft originating from a shallow submarine eruption near Tonga in 2001 travelled >3500 km in about one year and, like many other pumice rafts, served as an efficient transport agent of marine biota (Bryan et al. 2004). Risso et al. (2002) related stranded pumices at Argentine and South Shetland shores to a 1962 eruption at South Sandwich Islands and concluded that the depositing pumice raft must have followed the Antarctic Circumpolar Current around the Antarctic continent for about 20 000 km. Thick rafting pumice was reported to have carried skeletons of victims from Krakatau to the African east coast (c. 6000 km) during the year after the 1883 eruption (Winchester 2003). Krakatau 1883 pumice washed ashore at Cocos Atoll in the early 1900s and thus had been drifting for about 20 years (De Vantier 1992). Experimental investigations of pumice soaking confirm that pumice clasts can float for several thousand hours, depending on clast size, shape, porosity and permeability, on temperature when hitting the water, and on rates of gas diffusion in partly water-soaked pumice (Whitham and Sparks 1986; Manville et al. 1998; Risso et al. 2002; Allen et al. 2008; Fauria et al. 2017). Sinking of larger clasts later than smaller clasts may generate a reversely graded deposit (saturating grading, White et al. 2001) but for rafts drifting in the ocean reverse lateral grading (size increasing with distance) seems more likely. For example, −2 Φ clasts take c. 100 h but −5 Φ clasts c. 10 000 h to saturate (White et al. 2001) and if the pumice raft drifts at ≥2 km/day, the −5 Φ clasts would be deposited >800 km away from the −2 Φ clasts. Reverse vertical grading may be found in terrestrial lakes with limited raft drift (e.g. Manville 2001).
Marine tephra layers

Where vastly outsized rounded pumice clasts lie on top of marine ash beds, these are very likely floating pumice that soaked and sunk. However, practically nothing is known about ash deposits from pumice rafts. As long as particle density of a raft allows clast collisions and friction by wave motion, ash will be generated and settle to the seafloor while the pumice clasts become increasingly rounded. Boats crossing pumice rafts report loud grinding noise attesting to continuous attrition (see and hear Tonga video (2019) for example). We are not aware of any systematic study of pumice comminution in floating rafts but the ash grain size produced by pumice abrasion and comminution in pyroclastic flows is typically 10–100 µm and ash production rate by collisions is proportional to the square of impact velocity while the production rate from friction depends on the velocity of the moving bed (Dufek and Manga 2008). In the pumice raft situation, we would expect frictional abrasion by moderate but continuous wave movements as the dominant mode of ash production unless a raft is hit by severe storm. The change from angular to well-rounded shape of floating pumice requires >30 vol% removal of material (Dufek and Manga 2008). Having achieved such rounding, a stationary 70 cm-thick pumice raft (250 kg m$^{-3}$ bulk density) would have produced a 35 mm-thick ash layer (1500 kg m$^{-3}$) on the ocean floor, a maximum estimate because in reality the raft would drift. However, this value is similar to the 1–15 mm thickness estimated for ash from the Havre raft (Jutzeler et al. 2014a). In terms of volume, an initially 1 km$^3$ pumice raft (Jutzeler et al. 2014a) would have lost about 0.3 km$^3$ (c. 7.5×10$^{10}$ kg) when abrasion has adequately rounded the pumice. In highly energetic pyroclastic flows with frictional ash production rates <0.2 kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (Dufek and Manga 2008) the 0.3 km$^3$ ash would be formed in 20 minutes but in much less energetic pumice rafts this process will take much longer.

If a continuous ash layer is formed at all, it will most likely be restricted to some proximal region where the pumice raft is still continuous and facilitates intense clast contacts. Such an ash layer may look similar to one formed by distal pyroclastic fallout (fine grain size, relatively well sorted, possibly normally graded). However, we would expect three possible differences: (1) presence of occasional outsized clasts of soaked and sunken pumice, (2) that raft-derived ash preserves the crystal-glass ratio of the pumice because it is not affected by size/density segregation as during other transport processes, and (3) the ash should inherit the practically lithic-free nature of the pumice rafts. However, a detailed study of pumice raft-derived ash deposits still needs to be done.

Submarine ash deposits from submarine eruptions

Ash-size juvenile fragments generated in relatively small-scale, mostly mafic submarine eruptions by explosions in the vent, by thermal quench fragmentation in the water column, or by glass crusts spalling off lava flows are dispersed by turbid density currents to mostly limited distance from vent (Fiske et al. 1998; Head and Wilson 2003; Mueller 2003). However, there is also (rare) evidence for deep-water mafic eruptions producing widespread ash layers. The Charles Darwin volcanic field at about 3500 m water depth south of Santo Antão, Cape Verdes, includes craters surrounded by stratified clastic deposits ranging in grain size from ash to blocks (Fig. 12c), evidence of highly fragmenting eruptions. Two sediment gravity cores up to 100 km NW of the volcanic field (Fig. 12a) each contain a thin (1–2 cm) ash layer of blocky glass shards (Fig. 12b) that share the unique nephelinitic composition of the Charles Darwin field. This suggests that far-reaching ash turbidity currents can be generated by such mafic deep-water eruptions although the eruption and transport mechanisms still are subject of ongoing work (T. Kwsnitschka, S. Eisele et al.).

Much more commonly, however, widespread ash layers and associated proximal large volumes of pumice are formed by silicic submarine eruptions, many of which are associated with submarine calderas. Typical proximal deposits of such eruptions are huge pumice breccias. At Myojin Knoll caldera, Izu-Bonin arc, 150–200 m thick fines-poor rhyolitic pumice-block deposits were emplaced on the caldera walls rising 500–900 m high above the caldera floor at 1400 m bsl (Fiske et al. 2001). The 2012 submarine eruption at Havre caldera emplaced breccia of rhyolitic pumice clasts 30 cm to 9 m in diameter on caldera floor (1500 m bsl) and rim (1000 m bsl; Carey et al. 2018). During the 1650 AD explosive submarine eruption of Kolumbo volcano, 7 km NE of Santorini in the Aegean Sea, submarine fallout, pyroclastic density currents and segregation processes during transition from submarine to subaerial plume formed a 250 m-thick stratified succession of rhyolitic highly vesicular (42–74% vesicularity) pumice-rich deposits on the crater walls 505 m bsl, in addition to extensive pumice rafts (Cantner et al. 2014). The proximal submarine deposits comprise (a) fallout of relatively well sorted block breccias of slightly rounded pumice and intercalated pumice lapilli beds with sharp contacts and occasionally normal or reverse grading, (b) intercalated centimetre- to decimetre-thick coarse-ash beds presumably emplaced by vertical gravity currents descending along the margin of a plume that breached the sea surface, and (c) massive, poorly sorted sediment gravity current deposits thought to derive
from submarine column collapse (Cantner et al. 2014). The quick soaking of proximally deposited pumice blocks suggests their derivation from a near-vent high-temperature region (Allen et al. 2008; Cas and Simmons 2018).

Ash deposits emplaced inside Havre caldera by the explosive 2012 eruption include a basal coarse-ash layer overlain by a layer of very fine vitric ash emplaced from a buoyant plume and dilute density currents of explosively fragmented ash (Murch et al. 2019a). The majority of curviplanar shards in the ash is thought to reflect fragmentation by Induced Fuel-Coolant Interaction (IFCI), i.e. a self-accelerating fragmentation process propelled by water intruding thermally or strain-induced fine cracks in the magma (Dürrig et al. 2020a, b). About 1/3 of the ash shows features of viscous deformation; Murch et al. (2019b) interpreted these particles to have deformed viscously while they were still protected from quenching by a steam veil. The marine ash emplaced by the 1650 Kolumbo eruption on the surrounding seafloor to > 20 km distance comprises massive and stratified facies and is dominantly composed of vitric particles, followed by crystals and minor lithics (Fuller et al. 2018). Maximum grain size decreases away from vent in every direction but bulk grain size distribution does not show a clear relation to distance. Emplacement processes involved subaerial fallout from the northeastward-drifting ash cloud (that reached far into Turkey) but mainly sediment gravity currents derived from submarine and subaerial eruption columns (Fuller et al. 2018). In contrast to the deeper-seated Havre eruption, the Kolumbo ash contains a
mixture of shard morphologies (Fig. 3i–o) including the dominant vesicular and shard-shaped ash particles generated by fragmentation driven by magmatic degassing, and a smaller fraction of blocky, poorly vesicular particles formed by explosive magma–water interaction (Fuller et al. 2018). The thin ash beds at Kolumbo and Havre contrast with the several metres to tens of metres thick well-sorted marine tephra beds that are normally graded from pebble size at base to silt size at top (Nishimura et al. 1992) that have been interpreted as deposits of sediment-gravity currents generated during the huge (~50 km⁴ tephra volume) shallow submarine phreatoplinian eruption that formed the ~8 x 10 km Sumisu caldera about 70 km away from the drill sites (Tani et al. 2008).

Apart from highly explosive eruptions, submarine pyroclastic deposits can also be created by dome-forming activity. Proximal deposits, typically breccias that can be pumice-rich and show quench textures such as radial fractures on blocks, have been described by Allen and McPhie (2000), Mann et al. (2004) and Jutzeler et al. (2015). Much less is known about more distally emplaced ash beds. The 2012 Havre eruption also produced phreatoplinian lava flows and a dome (Ikegami et al. 2018). Ash deposits formed during extrusion in and near Havre caldera comprise a lower layer of predominantly tube pumice (Murch et al. 2020) and a second layer of mainly microcrystalline particles that were emplaced by syn-extrusive ash-venting and quench-brecciation, respectively (Murch et al. 2019a). A third layer of mainly microcrystalline ash distributed around the dome with quick radial thinning is interpreted to have formed by gravitational dome collapse. While these deposits remain limited to near-vent regions, Eisele et al. (2015b) identified two phonolitic ash layers (17 and 40 ka old, 10 and 7 cm thick) in gravity cores up to 70 km to the NW to WSW from their source, Cadamosto seamount at the southwestern tip of the Cape Verde archipelago (Fig. 12a). Limited ROV observations have characterized Cadamosto seamount as an effusive submarine volcano at >1380 m bsl, although a crater structure was also observed. The two phonolitic ash layers are dominantly composed of fine ash of blocky glass shards with few round to slightly elongated vesicles (Fig. 12d), and thus are typical products of thermal granulation upon contact of hot, poorly vesiculated magma with water, rather than products of dominantly magmatic fragmentation as in the caldera examples above. They also differ from the microcrystalline fragments observed at the Havre dome. Eisele et al. (2015b) proposed that fragmentation during extrusion of lava occurred by water access to deeper parts of the vent in order to inhibit further vesiculation of the volatile-rich magmas before fragmentation.

**Distinguishing submarine from subaerial ash sources**

Potential criteria to distinguish marine ash layers derived from submarine activity from those derived from subaerial activity include juvenile particle texture and morphology, lithologic composition and grain-size characteristics. A grain-size characteristic important in fallout deposits is hydraulic equivalence, i.e. the association of particles having the same fall velocity. For subaerial fallout settling through air onto the ocean, Cashman and Fiske (1991) determined that the size ratio of gas-filled pumice to lithic clasts that are hydraulically equivalent would have a value of 2 to 3 that would be inherited by the marine deposit as the particles sink to the seafloor. In a submarine eruption generating an ash plume expanding under the water surface, however, pumice would rapidly become water-soaked and its size would be 5 to 10 times that of hydraulically equivalent lithics settling through water. The results of Cashman and Fiske (1991) hold for lapilli-size spherical particles of constant density. However, natural marine tephra beds commonly have finer grain sizes and the density of vesicular juvenile particles increases to smaller grain size (Fig. 9a; Eychenne and Le Pennec 2012). Therefore, the size ratio of hydraulically equivalent juvenile and lithic particles (of same spherical shape) approaches unity towards finer grain size (Fig. 13, case 1a, 1b). Moreover, ash particles are not spherical and grain shape is critical in controlling ash particle settling (Saxby et al. 2020). The effect of non-spherical shapes on fall velocity can be quantified according to Dioguardi et al. (2018). Thus, if a lithic has much more irregular shape than a pumice of equal fall velocity, its diameter will be larger than that of the pumice (Fig. 13, case 3). Hydraulic equivalence thus is not a practical criterion to distinguish marine ash beds of subaerial and submarine origin.

The vesicle texture of juvenile particles may be a more useful criterion to distinguish submarine from subaerial origin of ash because water pressure may hinder vesicle growth. Rotella et al. (2015) proposed a potential fingerprint of pumice erupted in deep water by observing that, due to higher pressure at vent exit (e.g. 10 MPa per 1000 m depth), such pumice has fewer small (<10 µm) bubbles and narrower bubble size distribution compared to pumice of same composition erupted on land. Pumice clasts with quenched margins and/or prismatic joints indicate subaqueous eruption (Allen and Stewart 2003). Abundance of blocky quench fragments (e.g. Fig. 3a, 1 and m) in widespread marine tephra certainly also argues for submarine eruption, because sufficiently large felsic eruptions on land involving interaction with external water (i.e. phreatoplinian eruptions) typically fragment magma after degassing.
Fig. 13. Particle fall velocity as a function of grain size and grain shape, calculated after Dioguardi et al. (2018) for spherical ($\phi = 1.0$) and irregular ($\phi = 0.5$) particles. Juvenile particle density varies with grain size as defined in Figure 9a, lithic particle density is set to 2700 kg m$^{-3}$. Arrows point from lithic to juvenile particle of same fall velocity. For spherical particles, the hydraulically equivalent juvenile/lithic size ratio (green arrows 1) decreases to finer grain size because the density difference decreases. The same applies if both particles share the same irregular shape (yellow arrows 2). However, if pumice is spherical and lithic irregular, the lithic particle can be larger than the juvenile particle of same fall speed (arrows 3).

is almost complete, and hence do not produce significant vesicle-poor quench shards. Many deposits from silicic submarine explosive eruptions have been described as lithic-poor but proximal facies may also include lithic-rich beds, e.g. from a vent-clearing phase (Allen and Stewart 2003). Allen and McPhie (2009) summarize ‘Neptunian’ eruptions at $\geq 200$ m water depths as eruption columns that collapse under water in response to rapid mixing with water, thereby emplacing a proximal succession of lithic breccia overlain by pumice breccia, while finer pyroclasts are carried to distance by sediment density currents; accordingly, distal turbidites rather than fallout layers will be a common product of deep-water highly explosive eruptions.

The products of emergent volcanism are harder to identify than the clear-cut submarine and subaerial deposits because they can have mixed characteristics from both endmembers. Tephra from emergent eruptions are easiest identified on land where they are bracketed between submarine and subaerial deposits (e.g. Staudigel and Schmincke 1984; Allen and McPhie 2000). In proximal settings, the transition from submarine to subaerial involves increasing abundance of clastic deposits and vesicularity of juvenile particles. Distal deposits of the emergent phase of Gran Canaria are mostly gravity-flow deposits with moderately vesicular juvenile particles (Schmincke and Segschneider 1998). In shallow-water settings, erupting magma is fragmented by magmatic and steam explosions as well as by thermal granulation (Kokelaar 1986) providing a range from dense angular to scoriaceous/pumiceous particles and alternating fallout and flow deposits (Cole et al. 2001). Strong phreatomagmatic eruptions in shallow water can excavate the volcanic basement (e.g. Allen and McPhie 2000; Pallister et al. 2005) and may thus lead to a relatively high content of (altered) lithics in medial to distal tephra.

Secondary emplacement processes

The investigation of resedimented pyroclastic material is important to better understand how such secondary deposits can be distinguished from primary pyroclastic deposits. Moreover, the reworked facies may contain a significant fraction of the total pyroclastic mass produced by an eruption which should ideally be added to the mass determined from the primary deposits. We define secondary deposits as those that are not directly formed by eruptive processes, which form the primary deposits. We note, however, that this distinction is not always unambiguous as discussed in the section ‘Distinguishing primary and secondary ash layers’.

Volcanic landslides

In the last decades bathymetric mapping showed that major landslide deposits are common around volcanic islands worldwide. The collapse of volcanic island flanks can generate extremely large landslides reaching volumes of up to several thousand cubic kilometres (e.g. Nuuanu landslide off Oahu, Hawaiian Islands; Moore et al. 1989). For comparison, the subaerial flank collapse that occurred during the 1980 eruption of Mt St Helens had a volume of c. 3 km$^3$ (Sousa and Voight 1995). Major landslides have been identified along the Hawaiian ridge (Moore et al. 1989; Moore and Normark 1994), at the Marquesas Islands (Wolfe et al. 1994), La Réunion (Labazuy 1996), the Cape Verde Islands (Masson et al. 2008), the Lesser Antilles (Deplus et al. 2001), the Canary Islands (Krastel et al. 2001; Masson et al. 2002), Ritter island (Karstens et al. 2019, Watt et al. 2019) and most recently the collapse of Anak Krakatau (Walter et al. 2019), Kokelaar and Romagnoli (1995), Tibaldi (2001) and Di Roberto et al. (2010) identified multiple
partial sector collapses in the cubic kilometre-range at the north flank of Stromboli volcano, forming a channel-shaped depression that extends the Sciera del Fuoco to >2200 m below sea-level and generating volcanogenic turbidites found to >50 km away from the volcano.

One major reason why marine landslides are of great scientific interest is their potential to generate catastrophic tsunamis that can cross entire oceans (Ward and Day 2001; McGuire 2006). Yet the risks associated with these events as well as their frequency and relation to magmatic/volcanic activity are still poorly constrained and heavily debated (Boulesteix et al. 2012; Watt et al. 2012; Hunt et al. 2013; Paris et al. 2018). Geological observations at Stromboli identified an event sequence of a flank collapse triggering a tsunami and rapidly followed by a prolonged period of explosive volcanic activity (Rosi et al. 2019; Pistolesi et al. 2020). In another case, however, an explosive eruption immediately preceded a tsunami. At a larger scale, the 165 ka Icod landslide at Tenerife was preceded by a caldera-forming eruption (Hunt et al. 2011). The scale of the tsunami risk depends on whether flank collapse occurs catastrophically en masse, potentially forming a megatsunami (e.g. Ramalho et al. 2015), or gradually or even in stepwise fashion with reduced tsunami-forming potential (Hunt et al. 2011; Paris et al. 2011). Geological investigation into the collapse conditions is difficult because the landslide deposits are hard to penetrate both by coring and by seismic surveys. As landslides lose their coarsest load and mix with seawater, they form energetic turbidity currents that can travel to distances >1000 km from source (Garcia and Hull 1994; Hunt et al. 2011, 2014). These distal deposits are much easier to sample by drilling and can thus provide information on landslide frequency. On the lower flanks of volcanic islands and across the transition to flat seafloor, such turbidites can often be morphologically recognized by the presence of wavy bedforms on scales from tens to thousands of metres (Casalbone et al. 2021).

As an example of complex processes, hydroacoustic measurements and analyses of sediment cores reveal that the c. 73 ka Monte Amarelo flank collapse at Fogo, Cape Verde, which generated a megatsunami (Ramalho et al. 2015), likely also triggered the contemporaneous, multi-phase failure of pre-existing seafloor sediments at greater distances east and south of Fogo (Krstel et al. 2019; Barrett et al. 2020). Moreover, three younger volcanoclastic turbidites recovered in a proximal and a distal core south of Fogo formed by collapse events (Barrett et al. 2020; Scheffler 2020; Schenk 2020) constrained to between 21 and 53 ka by comparison with the compositional and chronostratigraphic profiles from neighbouring gravity cores from Eisele et al. (2015b). The lithologic modal compositions and geochemical glass compositions of the two uppermost, centimetre- to decimetre-thick, volcanoclastic turbidites indicate two different collapse events that tapped more or less the same source area at Fogo volcano within a relatively short time (T2 in Fig. 5d). The older, third volcanoclastic turbidite succession (T1 in Fig. 5d) probably represents smaller, more topographically confined mass transport events from Fogo involving abundant non-volcanic sediment.

Since larger and retrogressive flank collapses can cut through a substantial part of an oceanic volcano’s structure, the resulting single, or successions of, turbidites are expected to contain a mixture of volcanic clasts with a wide range of compositions. However, small to moderate collapses can also be restricted to the youngest, compositionally more homogeneous parts of a volcano. For example, the succession of volcanoclastic turbidites derived from collapses at Stromboli can be divided into three glass-shard compositional groups with depth in the gravity core which reflect the compositional changes through three evolutionary stages of Stromboli (Di Roberto et al. 2010). The assembly of volcanic clast compositions of a collapse-derived volcanoclastic turbidite thus depends on the age of the collapse relative to the compositional evolution with time and on the position and extent of the collapse relative to the structure of a volcanic island.

**Shelf and slope erosion**

Volcanoclastic-rich turbidites not formed directly by eruptive activity or by large-scale flank collapse can be generated by erosion at the shelf and upper-slope of a volcanic island or a continental margin close to a volcanic front (e.g. Hikurangi Subduction margin, New Zealand, Hopkins et al. 2020). The longer volcanic deposits from different eruptions accumulate on the shelf before getting attacked by erosion, the more heterogeneous the volcanoclastic turbidites will be in their glass geochemical compositions (Schneider et al. 2001). Events of shelf erosion can be stochastic (e.g. exceptional storm, earthquakes), forming distinct single turbidites, or erosive conditions can prevail for considerable time (typically climate controlled) resulting in the formation of a fan-like turbidite system (Schneider and Fisher 1996; Schneider et al. 2001). Coastal erosion rates are typically high immediately after emplacement of a large stock of easily erodible pyroclastic material and then decrease with time (e.g. Zhao et al. 2019). Coastal erosion of pyroclastic deposits by wave action varies with the nature of the deposits. Well-sorted sandy tephra has little strength and is more or less steadily eroded and resedimented by granular flows of limited extent. In contrast,
massive, poorly sorted fines-rich tuff has larger strength and is eroded to near-vertical cliffs which episodically collapse in variably large portions (Allen and Freundt 2006). The collapsed mass mixes with water and the coarsest material drops out to be deposited near shore. The remaining tuff, however, forms a turbidity current that is expected to be more concentrated, faster and extensive the larger the collapsed tuff mass. Resulting turbidites are typically density graded with pumice enriched towards the top and lithics towards the base (Allen and Freundt 2006). In either case, well-established shelves are rich in bioclasts and organic matter and, in the case of subduction zones or long-lived volcanic islands, other volcaniclastic deposits. If erosional events catch a significant fraction of that shelf material, the resulting volcaniclastic turbidites will be rich in shallow-water bioclasts and sediment as well as potentially containing a variety of glass compositions. They will also preserve significant organic matter that can be analysed as Total Organic carbon (TOC) if rapidly buried (Chang et al. 2021).

Outwash from fluvial systems

Where eruptions occur in relatively close proximity to coastal environments, volcanic material can enter the marine system through a network of terrestrial, glacial and fluvial outwash mechanisms. During an eruption, volcanic material will swamp, and possibly block, the terrestrial drainage system (Park and Schmincke 2020). Transport through these systems will likely be slower than the deposition of tephra through fallout, and can emplace tephra upwind from source. For example, the river Rhine has transported pumice granules from Laacher See, Germany, >400 km into the North Sea (Busschers et al. 2007). However, a fluvially sourced volcaniclastic turbidite can be identified by very well rounded pumice, terrigenous sediment fragments, and terrestrial sourced micro-flora (e.g. pollen) and fauna (e.g. freshwater species) (Kjær et al. 2004). When captured from a range of volcanic sources, the fluvially introduced volcaniclastic material will have a mixed geochemical signature (Hopkins et al. 2020). Where organic carbon is preserved in a partly fluvially fed marine volcaniclastic turbidite, carbon isotope analysis can reveal a terrestrial origin (Chang et al. 2021).

Ice rafting

In high-latitude regions, particularly during glacial periods, fallout tephra can be emplaced on sea-ice and glaciers which eventually break up and drift until melting allows the ash load to settle to the seafloor. While sea-ice drift is relatively rapid (years to decades), for tephra emplaced on glaciers the period from eruption through calving until emplacement on the seafloor can reach several millennia and potentially induce substantial error in marine tephrochronology (Brendryen et al. 2010; Griggs et al. 2014).

If the ice was exposed to numerous eruptions before break-up, as is typically the case for glaciers, the ice-rafted ash will likely have heterogeneous glass-shard geochemical compositions (Lackschewitz and Wallrabe-Adams 1997; Lacasse et al. 1998). Since initial fallout emplacement occurs closer to source but settling to the seafloor happens at potentially much greater distances, the ice-rafted ash will be unusually coarse grained, potentially including lapilli-size dropstones, and it will likely be relatively rich in lithic fragments and crystals (Lacasse et al. 1996).

Distinguishing primary and secondary ash layers

Distinguishing between primary and secondary tephra layers is essential for unravelling eruption histories, sources, and event stratigraphy as well as for establishing age models, and calculating sedimentation rates in the marine environment. To do so, different criteria and techniques are applied which cover lithological, sedimentological, and geochemical characteristics as well as visual, numerical and statistical correlation techniques. It should be noted, however, that even using this range of techniques it can be difficult to confidently define what is a primary v. a secondary deposit. For example, when transient deposits are formed by a pyroclastic flow entering the sea, and then are quickly remobilized, are the final submarine deposits then primary or secondary? Here, we would identify them as primary because they would show primary characteristics as discussed below, but this decision might well be discussed.

In rare cases one criterion alone (e.g. geochemistry) is sufficient to distinguish between primary and secondary, and fall and flow deposits, but the combination of lithological, sedimentological, and geochemical characteristics leads to less ambiguous interpretations (e.g. Gudmundsdóttir et al. 2011; Cassidy et al. 2014; Eisele et al. 2015a). Misinterpretation can lead to substantial errors, for example, marine ash beds having the grain size, texture and homogeneous phonolitic glass composition of the c. 107 ka old CGII tephra on Santo Antão, Cape Verde, occur repeatedly in marine sediments over a thickness interval of up to 5 m above the primary CGII marine tephra (Eisele et al. 2015a). Mistaking one of these layers for the primary bed would easily introduce an age error of up to 80 000 years into the chronostratigraphy.
Lithological composition

The lithological composition is an elementary aspect to distinguish between primary and secondary tephra deposits and fall and flow processes. Visual inspection of the core, point counting and image analysis of smear slides or thin sections can quantify the relative abundance of the lithologic components (e.g. Gudmundsdóttir et al. 2011; Schindlbeck et al. 2013). The predominance of juvenile particles (glass and magmatic minerals) would be an argument in favour of a primary fall or flow deposit. A large fraction of non-volcanic clasts, subaerially weathered or altered (volcanic) clasts, and particularly of shallow-water bioclasts characterises secondary turbidites. The significance of hydrothermally altered volcanic lithics is ambiguous as they can be introduced by an eruption as well as by an eruption-independent collapse possibly facilitated by hydrothermally weakened rocks (e.g. Kerle et al. 2003). Critelli and Ingersoll (1995) used the relative abundance of neovolcanic grains (glass, fresh minerals, fragments of equal chemical composition) v. palaevolcanic grains (rounded, altered, same grain size as non-volcanic detritus) and non-volcanic fragments to distinguish syn-eruptive, inter-eruptive and pre-/post-eruptive volcaniclastic sandstones. However, these lithologic criteria can be ambiguous. For example, pyroclastic flows on land and the primary turbidity currents into which they turn under water, but also secondary turbidity currents unrelated to an eruption, can be erosive and thus pick up significant fractions of lithics along their subaerial and submarine paths.

Sediment structure and texture

Erosive basal contacts and wavy or cross-bedding of volcaniclastic deposits are clear indicators of deposition from a density current whereas marine fallout layers are typically massive with a sharp planar base but may occasionally be planar stratified. Ash-bed structures are commonly observed in 2D core cuts but can be visualized in 3D by X-ray computed micro-tomography (µCT) scanning (Griggs et al. 2015). Bouma facies occur in volcaniclastic as in other turbidites and include massive and normally graded facies that cannot always be distinguished from massive or normally graded fallout deposits. Grain-size distribution and grain-size sorting are also important criteria. Fall deposits in a marine environment are commonly well-sorted, whereas flow deposits are commonly poorly sorted (Fig. 14). This is particularly the case with secondary turbidites that have admixed and dispersed pelagic clay (Schindlbeck et al. 2013; Cassidy et al. 2014; Eisele et al. 2015b; Jutzeler et al. 2017; Hopkins et al. 2020). Moreover, fall deposits mostly have unimodal grain-size distributions while turbidity current deposits tend to be polymodal, partly due to the addition of eroded sediment. However, these criteria are ambiguous; suspension fallout from turbidity currents can be relatively well sorted, normally graded and have unimodal size distribution, and can thus be difficult to distinguish from fallout. On the other hand, ash fallout can be bimodal and, hence, less well sorted due to ash aggregation in, or plume sedimentation from, the drifting ash cloud (see the subsection ‘Ash settling in the ocean’, Fig. 4c), due to an eruption column strongly pulsating in height, or due to ash contributions from different eruption phases such as Plinian and co-ignimbrite ash clouds (e.g. the Pinatubo 1991 and Campanian Ignimbrite examples in Fig. 4b, c).

Particle morphology

Another critical aspect for distinguishing primary from secondary deposits is the morphology of the grains that is observed petrographically, but best quantified by image analysis software (e.g. Cioni et al. 2008; Cassidy et al. 2014; Eisele et al. 2015b; Jutzeler et al. 2017; Hopkins et al. 2020; Chang et al. 2021). In volcaniclastic deposits the morphology of juvenile particles is preferentially studied because (a) it is known that they were highly angular when ejected from the vent, and (b) they are mostly more susceptible to abrasion than hard lithic fragments, particularly if highly vesicular. Pyroclastic particles transported by ash clouds and sinking
through the ocean suffer little interparticle contacts and mostly preserve their angularity. They also preserve initial elongated particle shapes but low values of elongation may also mean that an eruption produced mostly equi-dimensional particles. Thus, angular clasts and good size sorting are characteristics of fallout deposits (Fig. 14). Conversely, transport by density currents (both subaerial and submarine) involves frequent intense particle contacts that comminute and abrade the particles leading to less angular, less elongated particle morphologies which, together with poor sorting, characterize re-sedimented tephra in secondary turbidites (Fig. 14).

**Geochemical compositions**

**Fresh glass compositions.** Glass shard compositions are the preferred choice to characterize the degree of compositional homogeneity in volcaniclastic deposits, although mineral compositions can be used additionally but do not provide the same sensitivity. Primary fall and flow deposits are typically characterized by homogeneous glass compositions if the erupted source magma had homogeneous composition. If the erupted magma was compositionally zoned or mixed, the glass compositions reflect a coherent differentiation or mixing trend for all elements. For example, the compositional range observed in the proximal deposits from the 1912 Novarupta eruption, Alaska, are mimicked in the glass and mineral compositions of the distal marine tephra (Federman and Scheidegger 1984; Fierstein and Hildreth 1992). Secondary volcaniclastic deposits, on the other hand, being derived from collapse or erosion of larger sections of volcanic stratigraphy, comprise glass compositions that are not immediately genetically related and can have a relatively wide, heterogeneous scatter (Kutterolf et al. 2008a, 2018; Gudmundsdóttir et al. 2011; Schindlbeck et al. 2013, 2016a, 2018; Eisele et al. 2015b; Hopkins et al. 2017, 2020).

There are a number of issues in using glass chemistry alone to distinguish primary from secondary ash deposits. There are no predetermined rules for what exactly ‘homogeneous’ or ‘heterogeneous’ means, and the useful boundary between these characteristics can vary with the nature of eruption (magmatic vs. phreatomagmatic, complex nature of magma reservoir zoning, tapping of different reservoirs). For example, eruptions can tap two or more magma chambers simultaneously and the respective glass compositions are found mixed in the tephra (e.g. Okataina, New Zealand, Shane et al. 2008; Lonquimay, Chile, Gilbert et al. 2012). In rare cases, such mixed tephra can also form when two vents with distinct geochemical signatures erupt simultaneously and combine into a mixed downwind plume (e.g. Campi Flegrei, Pistoletti et al. 2016; Rabaul, Blong 1994). Glass compositional populations can also vary laterally in widely dispersed tephra (e.g. Pearce et al. 2020). Moreover, primary fallout can contain older glass eroded from conduit walls and pyroclastic flows can entrain older glass from surface deposits.

Conversely, secondary volcaniclastic deposits can have a very homogeneous glass composition if they tapped just one primary pyroclastic reservoir, particularly if that homogeneous source tephra has a huge volume. For example, in the Santo Antão case (mentioned at the beginning of this section), multiple repetition of homogeneously composed phonolitic ash beds separated by marine sediments occurs above the primary marine ash bed of that tephra, implying episodic erosional tapping of only that voluminous tephra on land (Eisele et al. 2015a, fig. 7).

There are analytical problems as well. Glass composition can vary on scales of tens of micrometres due to concentration gradients away from phenocrysts (Pearce et al. 2002) and variable contents of microlites in the glass shards can produce a range of glass compositions (e.g. Cashman 1992; Sparks et al. 2000). The number of analyses per ash bed (possibly limited by measurable shards/minerals or by lab time) might not be representative of the true glass or mineral compositional range. Partial alteration of glass shards can also introduce some heterogeneity in the compositional data (see below). All these uncertainties emphasize the need to use other parameters as well in distinguishing primary from secondary ash layers (e.g. particle shape, Cassidy et al. 2014; Chang et al. 2021).

**Alteration of glass.** When interpreting geochemical compositions particularly of older tephras, or tephras in more chemically aggressive environments, it needs to be considered that these compositions can have been modified by alteration (e.g. Kutterolf et al. 2007; Lowe et al. 2017). Ash alteration is commonly further evolved in maﬁc than in felsic ash layers, such that unaltered glass in felsic ash may coexist with maﬁc ash in which glass is distinctly altered and contains secondary mineralisation (Schacht et al. 2010). The observation that the fraction of shards that are altered at their rims increases with age and depth of burial of maﬁc marine ash beds also attests to their vulnerability for alteration. Strong chemical ash alteration is commonly identiﬁed in deeply buried sediments (>100 m), where tephra deposited some tens of millions of years ago is degraded to smectite and clays, and pore waters are enriched in dissolved Ca and Si, but depleted in Na, K and Mg relative to the bottom water (e.g. Gieskes and Lawrence 1981; Mottl 1989) in response to the alteration of volcanic glass (Schacht et al. 2008). Secondary mineralization then includes...
palagonite (Bonatti 1965; Stroncik and Schmincke 2002) or carbonates, zeolites, and phyllosilicates that can form in vesicles or fractures in the glass (Fisk and McLoughlin 2013) such that pseudomorph mineralization can preserve original particle textures (Smith 1991; Freundt and Schmincke 1998).

In shallow cores (<8 m length), Schacht et al. (2008) observed little evidence for major-element changes in glass and pore water chemistry which they attributed to alteration processes operating very slowly (in fact, natural alteration rates appear to be three orders of magnitudes slower than in laboratory studies at similar conditions). However, Gatti et al. (2014) report c. 11% differences in Na2O/K2O in Young Toba Tuff (c. 74 ka) marine glass shards buried 1–10 m deep below seafloor, probably related to seawater-induced alkali migration. Schacht et al. (2010) observed mobilization of some rare-earth elements (La, Ce) from volcanic glass into pore water in sediments ≤11 m below seafloor.

Tephra correlation

In the marine environment, where drill cores provide only 1D information on tephras, it is even more important to stratigraphically correlate cores, and particularly single ash layers, in order to obtain 3D and eventually 4D information. Moreover, stratigraphic correlations with source volcanoes are essential to bridge the land–sea gap and connect proximal and distal tephra facies. The most common tool for such correlations is the so-called ‘geochemical finger-printing’ technique (e.g. Kutterolf et al. 2008a, 2016; Lowe 2011; Ponomareva et al. 2015a, b; Schindelbeck et al. 2016a, 2018; Lowe et al. 2017; Derkachev et al. 2020; Rutledal et al. 2020; Wulf et al. 2020) commonly using glass-shard compositions, occasionally mineral compositions (Shane 1998; Sell and Samson 2011), and even melt-inclusion compositions (Matsu’ura et al. 2011). Geochemical fingerprinting is based on the experience that most volcanoes and their eruption products possess fairly unique geochemical compositions of bulk rock and particularly of glass, if not in major then in trace elements (e.g. Kutterolf et al. 2008a; Okuno et al. 2011; Lim et al. 2013). Of course, such geochemical correlation should always be combined with petrographic observations (mineral assemblage, juvenile particle morphology) and must be performed in conjunction with stratigraphic, palaeoenvironmental (sometimes archaeological), and chronological criteria (Lowe 2011). This is even more important in regions where tephra geochemical compositions are not sufficiently unique (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2017). Then petrographic observation of features that may vary with eruption style, vent conditions and magmatic volatile contents may be helpful, such as vesicle textures, particle morphology or the coexistence of pumice and obsidian (e.g. Cioni et al. 2008).

Glass-geochemical correlations can suffer from several potential limitations. One is the chemical alteration of glass as discussed above, which may affect major and trace element concentrations, however, some fluid immobile trace elements such as the high field strength elements Ti, Zr, Y, and Nb (Pearce and Norry 1979; Clift and Blusztajn 1999; Pearce et al. 1999) can still be used for correlation purposes. If strong changes in wind direction occurred during explosive eruptions of compositionally zoned magmas distal ash at a given direction from source may contain only a small fraction of the entire compositional spectrum of the eruption (e.g. Bogaard and Schmincke 1985; Shane et al. 2008). If erupted component magmas and their glasses and minerals have different densities or were fragmented to different grain sizes and shapes, these components can become segregated during aeolian transport so that, again, distal ash reflects only part of the original magma composition (e.g. Pearce et al. 2020).

Major-element concentrations in glass shards and minerals are most commonly measured by electron microprobe (EMP) spot analyses while trace-element concentrations are determined by laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) or by secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS, ion probe). Each analytical method has its own analytical uncertainty that varies with the element analysed. For the purpose of correlation, chemical compositions are either compared graphically or by numerical statistical methods (see review by Lowe et al. 2017).

Graphical geochemical correlation

The comparison of geochemical data in bi- or trivariate plots of oxide or element concentrations or concentration ratios is a common approach in tephrochronology (e.g. Kutterolf et al. 2008a; Pearce et al. 2008; Shane and Wright 2011). Multi-element spidergrams allow comparison of a larger number of elements simultaneously, and 3-dimensional plots, histograms or a scatter plot matrix have also been employed (e.g. Sarna-Wojcicki et al. 2000; Lowe et al. 2017). The comparison of marine ash compositions with tephras on land requires a comprehensive data base of the land tephras (e.g. Lowe et al. 2015; Tomlinson et al. 2015; Mahony et al. 2020) from which reference fields can be constructed (Fig. 15a). The marine ash data can then be plotted as single points or as averages (with standard deviations) per layer for comparison with those reference fields (Fig. 15a). The best choice of elements or
Fig. 15. (a) Example of graphical correlation using a $K_2O$ v. $SiO_2$ diagram. Coloured fields enclose on-land tephra glass compositions. Red symbols for marine tephras from Pacific gravity cores collected offshore Central America are averages of at least 15 glass-shard analyses per ash layer. For tephra acronyms see (b). Tephra that cannot be well distinguished here (e.g. CCT, CGT) require other element plots, including trace elements. (b) After applying factor analysis to reduce 42 elements and element ratios to 9 principal components which account for 95% of variance in the elements, the dendrogram is produced by hierarchical cluster analysis successfully reproduces known stratigraphic relations for the examples from El Salvador and Guatemala (cf. Kutterolf et al. 2008a).
If that is not the case, the marine tephra may be directly radiometrically dated by, e.g., $^{14}$C dating of C-bearing material within or directly below or above the bed (limited to $<50$ kyr), $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dating of K-bearing single crystals, or $^{238}$U/$^{230}$Th dating of zircon crystals where present (e.g., Cisneros de Leon et al. 2021). Using thermoluminescence of late Pleistocene to recent glass particles may also be an option (e.g., Berger 1991).

Results from (1) and (2) can be used to estimated ages of undated (or undatable) marine tephra bed by linear interpolation provided the intercalated marine sediments do not show signs of highly variable sedimentation rates or erosion.

An age model for a marine sediment core can be established by $^{18}$O and $^{14}$C profiles using microfossils (see the section ‘Core correlation by sediment properties’) as well as by measuring magnetic reversals. Such age models are typically determined for IODP/ODP cores (e.g., Brunner et al. 1998; Schindlbeck et al. 2018) but also for gravity cores (e.g., Vlag et al. 2004; Eisele et al. 2015b), and they constrain the ages of intercalated tephra beds.

All these dating methods have analytical errors. Therefore, integrating all available age data is essential to determine the best age (Blockley et al. 2008). Also, when many ash beds have been emplaced on the seafloor within a relatively short period of time, age dating alone may not provide unambiguous correlations and needs to be interpreted in the context of the other correlation parameters we have introduced above.

Core correlation by sediment properties

Ash layers in cores can also be correlated indirectly by correlating the cored sediments. A common approach is to measure foraminifer $\delta^{18}$O isotopic variations at narrow spacings. The resulting profiles can be used to correlate cores but particularly to develop an age model of the core (Fig. 16c). Similarly, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) profile analysis produces compositional patterns that can be used for correlation but also help to identify ash layers or ash concentrations in sediment. Changes in sediment characteristics typically go along with colour changes which can be spectrometrically analysed and used for correlation provided that lightening conditions are kept constant. Figure 16a and b
illustrates the combined use of XRF and RGB profiles in core correlation. Cassidy et al. (2014) also employed colour spectrography of a core for correlation and used lightness and hue values. In addition, core logging profiles (Fig. 2) can also be used for core correlations.

Conclusions

We have reviewed the appearance of marine volcanioclastic beds, which depends on the mode of emplacement by fallout or density current, the nature of subaerial or subaqueous eruption or of the submarine resedimentation processes, the distance and direction from primary or secondary source, the extent of modification on the seafloor by erosion and bioturbation, and finally, deformation during coring and core processing. The conditions of post-emplacement modifications on the seafloor constrain regions where ash layers have the best chance to survive until deeper burial. These preservation conditions place preliminary constraints on the selection of useful drill sites, apart from the optimal drilling strategy for the specific goals to be achieved. While seismic pre-site surveys reveal the best locations for ocean-drilling sites, gravity-core locations are best chosen by combining high-resolution bathymetry with hydroacoustic sub-bottom profiling of the target region.

In our review of the emplacement of pyroclastic fallout from terrestrial eruptions on the seafloor we have applied experimentally calibrated conditions for sediment plume formation to the natural condition of medium to fine ash deposited on the ocean. Such plumes are likely to replace individual grain settling for medium ash grain sizes at the range of observed distal fallout sedimentation rates. Sinking plumes can admix seawater (and planktonic biota) and convert into turbidity currents on the seafloor which are, however, too weak for tractional bedload transport or seafloor erosion. Hence, fallout ash beds aggregate by suspension sedimentation forming normal size grading above a sharp planar base, and are not readily distinguished from ash beds generated by individual particle settling.

Much more powerful volcanioclastic turbidity currents are generated where either pyroclastic flows from land enter the sea or where landslides from volcanic flank collapses mix with seawater. The homogeneity of juvenile volcanic components is an important criterion to distinguish these sources. Resulting turbidites typically rest on eroded surfaces and have Bouma facies divisions including thick massive facies that can be found even a few hundred kilometres from source. Turbidity currents also are the common product of submarine explosive eruptions. Very powerful eruptions in shallow water can generate eruption columns breaching the sea surface and emplacing fallout of highly vesicular particles similar to subaerial eruptions. Eruption columns reaching (close to) the sea surface, but also subaerial eruptions close to shore and pyroclastic flows entering the sea, can generate huge pumice rafts drifting for years, while pumice abrasion delivers ash to the seafloor. Ash and pumice mixed with water form proximal pumice breccias and distal ash turbidites mostly with low-energy characteristics containing both dense angular and vesicular shards. We show examples that even smaller-scale basaltic and felsic dome-forming eruptions can generate turbidity currents emplacing widespread volcanioclastic beds containing angular poorly vesicular or dense shards.

Turbidites formed by shelf erosion or break-up, potentially involving fluvial input, can be identified by high contents of shallow-water bioclasts and (possibly partly terrigenous) organic matter. At high latitudes, particularly during glacial times, ice rafts can emplace ash at great distance from source that is clearly oversized compared to primary distal fallout. The distinction between primary and secondary volcanioclastic deposits is essential for successful tephrostratigraphy and we discussed the relevant parameters bed structure and texture, lithologic composition, and juvenile particle’s morphology and glass geochemical compositions. We also discussed the methods for tephra correlation which is a prerequisite to broaden the view from 1D single core information to 3D information from a core network and associated volcanic deposits on land, which deliver detailed information on eruption processes.
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